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Introduction

• Aim of this talk: to explore some ideas I’ve been 
working on about how to unify the two main camps in 
interpretations of Transcendental Idealism

• Because this is an exploratory talk:

(a) I’ll be trying out some idea that I’m not 100% sure 
work.

(b) I’ll be drawing a lot on previous (published and 
unpublished) work of mine.

(c) I won’t be as directly concerned with Kantian texts as 
I am in other papers.

(d) My aim is to figure out whether a certain set of ideas 
make any sense in the first place.



The Basic Idea

• The arguments I give against ‘identity’ readings of Tr. 
Idealism in Stang (2014) focus on numerical identity of 
objects (x=y or x y).

• But the relevant notion of object should be distinguished (I 
now think) from what I think of as the notion of a thing 
[Ding]

• This opens the possibility of a reading on which 
appearances and things in themselves are distinct objects
but the same things.

• This is ecumenical because ‘Identity’ readings are correct 
(qua thing) and ‘Non-Identity’ readings are correct (qua 
object) as well.

• Fair warning: the object vs. thing distinction is not found 
explicitly in Kant’s text; I will argue that Kant’s theory has 
two different notions, playing two very different roles.



Structure of the Talk

I. ‘Identity’ vs. ‘Non-Identity’ Readings & Arguments 
Against Identity Readings

II. What these Arguments Assume About the Meaning 
of ‘Object’

III. Identification of a Central Notion of ‘Object’ in Kant
IV. Argument that this Notion of ‘Object’ is Tied to 

Intuition
V. Identification of a Distinct Object-like Notion, which I 

call ‘Thing’ 
VI. Splitting the Difference Between Identity and Non-

Identity Readings: Distinct Objects, Same Things



I. What is the Issue?

• Are appearances in space and time (ever) numerically 
identical to the things in themselves that appear to us 
in space and time?

• Ignore for the moment the difficult case of the self

• It would appear the answer is ‘yes, in every case’:

“*. . .+ the same objects can be considered from two 
different sides, on the one side as objects of the senses 
and the understanding for experience, and on the other 
side as objects that are merely thought at most for 
isolated reason striving beyond the bounds of 
experience.” (Bxviii–Bxix)



I. An Argument Against Identity

• An argument from Stang (2014): 
Let a be an appearance in space and t be a thing in itself.
(P1) It is possible that: t exists and there are no cognitive 
subjects with a spatial form of intuition.
(P2) It is not possible that: a exists and there are no cognitive 
subjects with a spatial form of intuition. (A42/B59, A383)
(3) ∴ a t
* In that paper I showed how a clever Identity reader could 
avoid the conclusion of this argument (but went on to 
formulate a different ‘indiscernibility’ argument that I, argued, 
they could not avoid.)
* Today I want to consider a different response to this kind of 
argument.



II. Assumptions about ‘Object’

(P1) It is possible that: t exists and there are no cognitive subjects with a 
spatial form of intuition.
(P2) It is not possible that: a exists and there are no cognitive subjects with a 
spatial form of intuition. 
(3) ∴ a t
• Suppressed premise of this argument, Leibniz’s Law:
For any F, (x)(y)(x=y Fx Fy)
• But even with this additional premise, the argument is valid only if t and a

can be values of (first-order) variables
• But this means that the argument all along assumed: both appearances 

and things in themselves are objects in the contemporary quantificational 
sense = values of bound first-order variables (cf. Frege, Quine).

• Consequence of this implicit presupposition: identity/sameness of things 
in themselves and appearances is numerical identity, a relation among 
quantificational objects governed by “Leibniz’s Law.”

• (One could also just reject Leibniz’s Law altogether; I won’t discuss that 
here.)



III. Kant and the Meaning of ‘Object’

• But does Kant have this notion of ‘object’? I 
think he does.

• There are many notions of ‘object’ 
[Gegenstand/Objekt+ in Kant’s philosophy

• I want to focus on one that occurs most 
prominently in Kant’s discussions of existence



• “Existence is the absolute positing [Position] of a thing and is thereby distinct from 
all predicates, which, as such, are merely posited in relation to another thing
[welches als ein solches jederzeit blos beziehungsweise auf ein ander Ding gesetzt
wird]. The concept of positing [Position] or setting [Setzung] is entirely simple and 
is the same as the concept of being in general [Sein überhaupt]. Something can be 
posited merely relationally, or, to put it better, the mere relation (respectus
logicus) of something to a thing of which it is a mark can be thought, and then the 
positing of this relation is nothing other than the connecting concept 
[Verbindungsbegriff] in a judgment. If it is not the relation, but the thing, 
considered in and for itself, that is posited, then this being is the same as existence 
*. . .+ If I say ‘God is omnipotent’ only the logical relation between God and 
omnipotence is thought, because the latter is a mark of the former. Nothing 
further is here posited. Whether God is, i.e., whether God is absolutely posited or 
exists, is by no means contained therein [ist darin gar nicht enthalten]. E.g. the 
God of Spinoza is subject to ceaseless alteration.” (OPG, 2:73)

• “I would hope to destroy this over-subtle argumentation, without any digression, 
through a precise determination of the concept of existence [. . .] Being [. . .] is 
merely the positing of a thing, or certain determinations, in itself. In its logical use 
it is merely the copula of a judgment. The sentence ‘God is omnipotent’ contains 
two concepts, each of which has its object: God and omnipotence. The little word 
‘is’ is not another predicate, but rather that which posits the predicate in relation 
to the subject. If I take the subject (God) together with all of his predicates (among 
which belong omnipotence) and say ‘God is’ or ‘there is a God’ I posit no new 
predicate in the concept of God, but only the subject in itself with all of its 
predicates, and indeed posit the object in relation to my concept.” (A599/B627)



• What I take these to mean:
The judgment God exists = the judgment there is an object that falls under the 
concept <God>
• This generalizes to all concepts (<God> is a logically general concept, not a 

name or singular concept, because there aren’t any for Kant) so we can say 
with perfect generality: the judgment Fs exist = the judgment there is an 
object that falls under the concept F.

• It follows from this trivially that there are no objects that do not exist 
(otherwise absolutely positing them would not be judging that they exist). 

• What is the relevant notion of ‘object’? Call it the ‘absolute positing’ notion 
of object

• There is an object that falls under the concept <God> = there is an x such 
that x is God

• The absolute positing notion of object = what can be filled in for x
• Without too much anachronism, there is an x such that x is God = xGod(x)
• The Frege-Quine ‘quantificational notion’ of an object is the notion of what 

can be the value of a bound variable
• So we can identify the Kantian absolute positing notion of an object as the 

quantificational notion of an object, a proto-version of the full-fledged 
Frege-Quine notion of an object

• I will refer to such objects as ‘q-objects’, for short



• This is not the only notion of an object in Kant!

• In some passages Kant talks about non-existent 
objects (2: 72, A291/B348, 4:468n)

• In others, he talks about “the object” of a 
concept (A220/B267, A291/B348, A234/B287, 
B298, A327/B384, B624n, etc.)

• The relevant notion of object cannot be the 
quantificational one: trivially every 
quantificational object exists (there is an object 
identical to it, itself) and not every concept is 
instantiated by an object (much less by only one
object)



• But notice that this is the notion of object implicitly involved in the 
arguments against Identity

• Recall the original argument:
(P1) It is possible that: t  exists and there are no cognitive subjects with a 
spatial form of intuition.
(P2) It is not possible that: a  exists and there are no cognitive subjects 
with a spatial form of intuition. 
(C) ∴ a t
• What is the logical form of this argument  (ignoring complications)?
(P1) F(t)
(P2) ~F(a)
(C ) t a
• But this requires a missing premise, Leibniz’s Law:
(P3) (x)(y)(x=y Fx Fy)
• But more importantly it assumes that t and can be values of bound 

variables, that the role of the variables ‘t’ and ‘a’ is to designate 
quantificational objects

• As such it assumes that the relevant notion of identity/distinctnes is 
numerical identity, a relation among q-objects governed by Leibniz’s 
Law (for the purposes of this talk I’m not going to question LL)



IV. The Intuition Dependence of Q-
Objects

• This is where things get a bit more speculative
• The conceptual role of q-objects: to be instantiators of concepts, 

rather than merely more conceptual marks
• There is clearly a close relation between sensible q-objects 

(phenomena) and sensible intuition:
A representational connection. For any sensible intuition s, there is a q-
object x such that s is an intuition of x.
An epistemic connection. The only possible epistemic warrant for an 
absolute positing of a q-object by a discursive intellect is a (conscious) 
intuition of some object (though  not necessarily the same object). No 
discursive intellect can be warranted in judging that there are any q-
objects, except on the basis of intuiting some objects.
A metaphysical connection. Any possible q-object that is an 
appearance  is possibly intuited; the possibility of an appearance q-
object just is the possibility of an intuition of an object.



• Does this relation hold in general? What is the relation 
between q-objects überhaupt and intuition überhaupt? 

• ‘Object’ *Gegenstand] is playing two roles here: (a) 
object of absolute positing, and (b) object of intuition, 
i.e. the representational ‘target’ of an intuition.

• To avoid confusion I’ll refer to (b) as ‘target’ (but bear 
in mind, it is a notion Kant frequently uses 
‘Gegenstand’ to express)

• Is every q-object the target of some intuition?
• Here is something that is too strong for us to say: the 

very concept <q-object> just is the concept <target of 
an intuition>.

• If these were conceptually identical there would be no 
distinction between the concepts <negative noumena> 
and <positive noumena>.



Q-Objects überhaupt

Phenomena
[q-objects that are sensibly 
intuited, i.e. can be targets 
of sensible intuition]

Negative Noumena
[q-objects that cannot be 
sensibly intuited, i.e. cannot be 
targets of sensible intuition]

Merely negative noumena
[q-objects that cannot be 
intuited, either sensibly or 
non-sensibly]

Positive noumena
[q-objects that can be non-
sensibly intuited]



• But if <q-object> = <target of intuition> then 
the concept <merely negative noumena> = <q-
object that is not the target of sensible or non-
sensible intuition> = <target of intuition that is 
not the target of sensible or non-sensible 
intuition> is an incoherent concept so we can 
eliminate it



Q-Objects [Gegenstände] überhaupt

Phenomena
[q-objects that are sensibly 
intuited, i.e. can be targets 
of sensible intuition]

Noumena
[q-objects that cannot be 
sensibly intuited, i.e. cannot be 
targets of sensible intuition]

Merely negative noumena
[q-objects that cannot be 
intuited, either sensibly or 
non-sensibly]

Positive noumena
[q-objects that can be non-
sensibly intuited]



• But this would make the concept <negative noumena> identical to the concept 
<positive noumena> since it is conceptually impossible for it to have any other 
species!

• More formally:

(1) <Negative noumenon> = <~(target of sensible intuition)>. [By definition]
(2) <~(target of sensible intuition)> = <q-object & ~(target of sensible intuition)>. 

Note: the mark <q-object> can be added as a mark to any (first-order) concept 
without changing it, since q-objects are all and only the things that can fall under 
concepts. For instance, <red>=<q-object & red>.

(3) If <q-object>=<target of intuition> then <negative noumenon> = <target of 
intuition & ~(target of sensible intuition)>. [From (1) and (2) by substitution]

(4) <target of intuition & ~(target of sensible intuition)> = <target of non-sensible 
intuition)>. [From table earlier]

(5) <target of non-sensible intuition)>=<positive noumenon>. [By definition]
(6) If <q-object>=<target of intuition> then <negative noumenon> = <positive 

noumenon>. [From (3) and (4)]
(7) <Negative noumenon> <positive noumeon>. [Obvious from the text]
(8) <q-object> <target of intuition>.
• For the sake of readability I temporarily suspend the convention of italicizing the 

expression between angle brackets when referring to concepts.



• If the relation between <q-object> and <target of 
intuition> is not conceptual identity, what might it be?

• A weaker thesis: <target of intuition> is our 
‘representational vehicle’ for thinking of <q-object>

• The only way we can think of a concept as having 
instances is via thinking of its instances as potentially 
given to some intellect in some intuition.

• Our conception of a kind of object goes by way of the 
conception of a kind of intellect to which those objects 
would be given.

• In order to think of a concept as having an extension 
composed of x’s that fall under it, we have to conceive 
of an intellect to which those x’s would be given.

• (Consequence: we cannot really think of <merely 
negative noumena> as having an extension composed 
of objects.)



• I think the weaker thesis lies behind some of Kant’s key arguments 
in the ‘Phenomena and Noumena’ section of CPR but I don’t have 
time to defend that claim here.

• What follows from this?
• If <q-object> is understood (conceptually represented by us) via 

<target of intuition> it stands to reason that numerical identity and 
distinctness as a relation between q-objects is understood through 
our concept of the intellects that would intuit the relevant q-
object(s).

• In other words, if x and y are q-objects then our means of grasping 
conceptually the thought that x=y or x y is via our concept of the 
kind of intellect to which x and y would be given in intuition.

• While we have the concept of an intellect equipped with sensible 
intuition and we have the concept of an intellect equipped with 
non-sensible intuition we have no concept of an intellect that has 
both.

• But if x is a phenomena and y is a noumenon then we have no 
concept of a kind of intellect to which they would both be given

• It follows that we lack the conceptual resources to think of them as 
numerically identical



• Objection: Is this just smuggling in Non-
Identity through the backdoor?

• Reply: No, because, as I’m about to explain, 
we can retain the core idea of Identity within 
this picture.



IV. Another ‘Object-Like’ Notion

• Note, ‘object’ as I have so far explicated it 
plays a broadly semantic function in Kant’s 
philosophy:

(a) Object of absolute positing 

(b) ‘Target’ of intuition, where (b) is the concept 
by means of which we represent (a)

* But recall that ‘Erscheinung’ and ‘Dinge and 
sich’ are originally used to make a metaphysical 
distinction among modes of existence:



We have sufficiently proved in the Transcendental 
Aesthetic that everything intuited in space or in 
time, hence all objects of an experience possible for 
us, are nothing but appearances, i.e., mere 
representations, which, as they are represented, as 
extended beings or series of alterations, have 
outside our thoughts no existence grounded in 
itself. This doctrine I call transcendental idealism. 
The realist, in the transcendental signification, 
makes these modifications of our sensibility into 
things subsisting in themselves, and hence makes 
mere representations into things in themselves 
[Sachen an sich selbst]. (A491/B519)



• In Kant’s original definition of Tr. Idealism the distinction is between 
(a) existence grounded in our experience of an object and (b) 
subsisting/existing in itself.

• In this passage, Kant uses “Sache an sich selbst” for (b) but more 
typically he uses “Dinge an sich selbst.”

• But Ding/Sache is in a different “conceptual register” than 
Gegenstand/Objekt; it is a metaphysical not a semantic notion.

• Kant frequently identifies Sachheit with Realität/Realitas, the 
intensive degree of reality in a thing, its degree of causal power 
(B182, B602, 12:163, 12: 174, 16:638, 28:503, 28:665, 28:716, 
29:998)

• While Kant sometimes uses ‘Ding’ to mean ‘what is possible’ in 
contrast to ‘Un-Ding’ (what is impossible) in other contexts he 
explicitly identifies ‘Dingheit’ with Sachheit and Realität: 28:1146, , 
28:211, 28:560, 10:301, 28:635, 28:665; cf. 28:1037)

• Important qualification: if think of “things” that are not sensible we 
are merely thinking of them (within theoretical philosophy at least), 
not cognizing (erkennen) or knowing (wissen) them.



• If Dingheit is reality and reality is intensive degree of causal activity 
then Dinge, insofar as they are Dinge, have Dingheit, intensive 
degree of causal activity.

• What is the relevance of this?
• Recall the passage that inspired the Identity reading:
“*. . .+ the same objects can be considered from two different sides, on 
the one side as objects of the senses and the understanding for 
experience, and on the other side as objects that are merely thought 
at most for isolated reason striving beyond the bounds of experience.” 
(Bxviii–Bxix, note)
• But when he is being more careful he makes this distinction in 

terms of ‘things’ *Dinge+:
“if we are to assume that the distinction between things [Dinge] as 
objects of experience and the very same things as things in themselves 
[von eben deselben, als Dingen an sich selbst], which our critique has 
made necessary, were not made at all, then the principle of causality, 
and hence the mechanism of nature in determining causality, would be 
valid of all things in general as efficient causes.” (Bxxvii)



• A way to make sense of this:
- A thing can be presented to sensible or non-sensible intuition
- The ‘targets’ of these intuitions are objects of absolute positing (q-

objects) for sensible and non-sensible intellects
- We cannot attach any sense to the claim that these objects are 

numerically identical across the sensible/non-sensible divide
- But we can attach sense to the claim that these objects are the 

same things, the same loci of causal activity
- The basic contrast in Kant’s theory of objects is the contrast 

between a force being represented discursively by a sensible 
intellect and that very same force being represented non-
receptively.

- In other words, the contrast between being given a force and being 
a force that is also a knowledge of that force.

- The key application of this distinction will be the very context in 
which the B Preface passages appear: two different ways of 
representing oneself, passively in sensibility, and self-actively 
through freedom.

- That is outside the scope of today’s talk.



• Pheneomena/noumena as a semantic distinction in how objects are 
given to us, sensibly or non-sensibly

• Appearance/thing in itself as a metaphysical distinction in the 
metaphysical status of the given object: appearances exist in being 
experienced, things in themselves exist ‘in themselves.’

• These distinctions line up:
- Sensible intuition only gives us appearances, objects that exist in 

being (possibly) experienced
- Non-sensible intuition would give (to some hypothetical intellect) 

things in themselves, objects that exist in their own right, whether 
or not they appear in experience.

• But these are distinctions in how one thing or set of things is given 
to intellect (phenomena/noumena) and the metaphysical status of 
the objects that are the targets of the resulting intuitions.

• So we can give both parties to the dispute their due:
(Identity) Things in themselves and appearances are the same things.
(Non-Identity) Things in themselves and appearances are numerically 
distinct objects.



• Is this just a fancy form of Non-Identity?
- No!
- The original mistake that lies at the basis of the Identity/Non-Identity dispute was 

thinking that numerical identity is somehow metaphysical bedrock for Kant
- In contemporary metaphysics, we tend to assume that q-objects are 

metaphysically fundamental (or at least that the metaphysically fundamental 
objects are among the q-objects)

- Consequently we tend to think that numerical identity is the fundamental relation 
while all forms of sortal relative identity (e.g. being the same statue as) are 
metaphysically “second rate”

- But Kant has a very different (meta-)ontology
- The notion of a q-object is tied to intuition and thus to how things are given to 

intellects in intuition
- Consequently, numerical distinctness of q-objects is not metaphysically 

fundamental
- One and the same thing t can be given to a sensible-intellect as object a and to a 

non-sensible intellect as object n but a and n are one and the same thing!
- Consequently, “being the same thing as” (a sortal relative identity relation) is 

metaphysically more fundamental than numerical identity = “being the same q-
object as”


